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No Posting Word word formation process 
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1 Yesterday i bought a ultimate game 
card,is 30 dollars，at the first 
time，I use 20 dollars，then 
system told me the card could not 
be use again，and i got 
1000ultimatepoint，how can i use 
ultimatepoint to buy rps?
thx a lot! 

ultimatepoint 

 

rps 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

     

2 B>+7/8 Master's Set (Craftsman’s 
Set) No Opt or Good OPT 

craftsman 

 

OPT 

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

     

3 B>Snorkel. 

I am buying Snorkel +0/7 
unnap/clean. Leave here offer with 
name and server and I’ll contact 
you as soon as possible or just pm 
me in game. My IGN is sad0wn1x. 
thanks 

pm 

 

IGN 
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4 Battle Craftsman? 

Anyone who has played one and 
has been really successful please 
help me make one. 

craftsman 

 

anyone 

 

successful  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

         

5 Craftsman is a melee job as we all 
know, a job which use hammer for 
the main weapon.
Pros: It has high damage 
however... 
Cons: lack of accuracy (If have 
priest for accuracy buff, it would be 
great) 

craftsman 

however 

 

 

 

  

 

         

6 Craftsman is the only char which 
neglect any drop penalty. So for 
example if you already reach lv 
200, and you hit lv 20 monster, 
other char will got drop penalty 
which means harder drop rate or 
even no drop rate. It won't happen 
if you become craftsman. The drop 
rate will be the same like you are at 
level 20 (for all craftsman class). 

craftsman 

 

char 
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7 Craftsman also the only job who 
can do refinement. What its mean 
by refinement? Ever heard weapon 
with G. or DG. or XG one? Only 
craftsman can upgrade equipment 
to XG one (increasing % of damage 
or defense depends on what eq). 

craftsman 

refinement 

G 

DG 

XG 

eq 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

     

8 Craftsman is one of the jobs with 
possibility to deal high damage. For 
starting battle type craftsman 
(which will become a demolisionist 
later, and i assume there is a priest 
accompany you), put all stats 
into STR. 
For equipment, your main stats 
here is DAMAGE and ASPD (def and 
hp also important for survivability). 
With max aspd, 70-85% your 
enemies (for PVP for example) can't 
even move. 

it is back to how is your play style. 
You can put any stats you want, 
and any skills you want. 

CMIIW 

craftsman 

possibility 

STR 

ASPD 

hp 

def 

survivability 

PVP 

CMIW 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

9 AGI stats did. There are also 
equipment (usually costume or 

AGI             
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accessories) which increase 
Accuracy too. Priest Buff can also 
increase accuracy. Every level, your 
char also get accuracy increment. 
~.~ 

equipment 

char 

increment 

  

 

 

 

 

10 VIT stats did. VIT increase both HP 
and def (def increment not so big 
actually ._. but still better than 
nothing ~.~). Enhancing armor 
also increase the defense. Appraise 
also have chance got def inc stats. 
Priest also have buff to increase 
def. 

VIT 

HP 

def 

increment 

nothing 

enhancing 

inc 

            

 

11 Best for soloing/pvping? 

Ello forum I was just wandering if I 
should choose berserker or 
swordsmaster, in a more of a pvp 
orientation. 

soloing 

pvping 

berserker 

swordsmaster 

pvp 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

     

 

12 I start from berserkers pros. 
Berserker can be really tank in pvp 
with his retaliate skill which reflect 
dmg to the enemy and with his 
instinct skill, you are untouchable. 
His combo also awesome with 
additional % when the crit is out. If 

pvp 

untouchable 

additional 

crit 
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the gambler hit you, the damage 
will go back to him/her and if they 
are not stay alert, they can die 
from that reflect damage. 

gambler   

13 A berserker is effective when he 
got his all skill which means, need 
high level to make berserker 
awesome(at least lv 210++). 
Defender and craftsmen are 
berserker enemies (assassin also 
maybe.. Need to be clarified). They 
can stun you which cause your 
combo break. If your enemy got 
buff from priest/apostle, your 
instinct skill won't help so much. It 
means, you need to heal yourself 
up with pot. 

berserker 

defender 

craftsmen 

yourself 

pot 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

       

14 For solo pve, berserker will be 
easier since berserker usually put 
some agi so their hit won't miss 
and berserker is one of the most 
economic friendly job. Meanwhile, 
swordmaster usually will go all str 
or str vit build which means faster 
kill rate than berserker. 

pve 

berserker 

agi 

economic 

friendly 

Meanwhile 

swordmaster 

str 
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vit  

 

15 I just have an error problem with 
my bonus exp (per kill monster).
My character did not count every 
single monsters that I killed 

exp      

 

       

16 c'mon anyone? is there no one that 
knows melting? how about the GM? 

GM             

17 With recent security upgrades, GMs 
are much more equipped to 
investigate and eliminate illegal 
players and items each and every 
day. Illegal refiners will be caught, 
banned, and not allowed back into 
the game. 

security 

GM 

refiners 

   

 

 

    

 

     

18 We apologize for the inconvenience 
if you are one of the people who 
have their item converted to a G 
item. Note that many of you knew 
the item was illegal and were 
taking a chance. This action is 
being taken instead of banning for 
item possession and likely many 
RMT transactions that took place. 

inconvenience 

action 

possession 

likely 

RMT  

   

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

     

19 hai im Miharuchan
i wanna introduce my guild Dejavu
we dont wanna pick u are the best 

GG 
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equips or u are the most GG 

20 So you wanna be a warrior, eh? We 
ain’t gonna be using toothpicks or 
knives. I’m gonna teach you how to 
swing that Great Sword one handed 
and smack things around like it’s no 
one’s business 

toothpicks 

 

 

 

  

 

         

21 Selling Points: Simplicity: Warriors 
are a pretty simple; In Your Face: 
We’re ST melee fighters; Thrifty: 
We can get by with simple EQ and 
still do our jobs well;  Flexible: If 
built right, warriors can hang with a 
team or go solo at any time 

simplicity 

ST 

thrifty 

eq 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

     

22 before you open your mouth about 
ynk banning accounts please do 
know the facts; i for one have been 
a member of rohan:blood fued for 
a very long time now and ever 
since the company ynkinteractive 
has taken it over they have on 
multiple occasions banned players 
accounts because there system is 
set up very stupidly and auto bans 
accounts that look suspicious even 
if they are doing nothing wrong 

YNK 

stupidly 

nothing 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

     

23 idk why the accounts have been 
banned, a lot of people have been 
banned, and half of us didn't do 

idk 

anything 
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anything 

24 OMG... my char only raise pet every 
day... and now got banned? what 
happend with u GM 

OMG 

char 

GM 

     

 

 

  

 

 

     

25 As I logged in this game just now,I 
immediately recieved a pm from 
playrohanevent10,said something 
like u've get some big prize,to 
confirm it,pls log in a website with 
http seems like official website,in 
this case,in this case,u'd better not 
believe it,or i'm afraid your account 
may be stolen,cause such kind of 
cheating is too common in china 
server 

immediately 

pm 

something 

website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

     

26 I'm a big fan of RPGs since 1998. 
And I don't mind about chibi-like 
characters, I'm sure that this game 
has  
its own feeling as well! Plus I will 
post Your website on my Facebook 

RPG 

Facebook 

 

 

 

      

 

     

27 well.. it is annoying -_-) 
too much ppl in one area. 

ppl             

28 someone tell me please what the 
function of "Almpot GX1 and GX2" 
because i used that potion but i got 
no effect THX 

someone 

Almpot 
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29 There are level restrictions and 
cegel costs that come with the 
price of teleporting to a specific 
map zone. Here are the commands 
for everyone to see. 

restrictions 

everyone 

 

 

  

 

         

30 What i know for jester, dart 
damage calculation is: mpw dmg + 
1/2 physical dmg (Need to be 
clarified too ~.~). CMIIW. 
 
Btw i never see jester with str 
build. Is it worthless to build a str 
stats jester? 

mpw 

CMIIW 

BTW 

str 

worthless 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

     

31 Generally why people do full int for 
jester is because it is stronger. The 
downfall is that you spend more 
money since INT jester relies on 
using darts. STR jester on the other 
hand can just use their weapon to 
hit (therefore a lot less costly in the 
long run) but will do less damage. 
And so, everyone goes for more 
damage because they level up 
faster!  

generally 

int 

downfall 

str 

therefore 

everyone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

       

32 To create natural stone, you need a 
scroll called ME (something like 
that) then prepare 7 element 
stones (red fire, green wood, 
yellow iron, blue water, brown soil, 
white spirit & black orb) Don’t 

ME 

natural 
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forget CEGEL as well 

33 Hi,i'm looking for an pretty good 
warrior raid rabbit A lvl 60 guide. 
I need info's on :  
Armors, HTBS. Weapon. Pet. 
Accesory. 

 

HTBS 

     

 

 

  

 

 

     

34 GM, no weapon and gear for 
beginner class? I've reached lvl 50 
(beginner) and NPC Yulson doesn't 
detect my voucher. Need gear and 
weapon. 

GM 

NPC 

     

 

 

  

 

     

35 I'm sorry but if you guys can't do 
those thing, then I suggest you guy 
not suggesting anything to do with 
PvP. Because it's pathetic. No GMs, 
no events. I've seen a 2nd server 
failed before from SealEvo. And 
trust me it's failing now on BoD 
since everyone is on Duran server. 

pvp 

GM 

SealEvo 

BoD 

  

 

 

     

 

 

 

     

36 Hi there guy's. im looking to start 
playing Seal online, but i have a 
few questions before i begin the 
first class i play on any mmo.  
Int = for dps class, increases 
magical damage  
Wis= Increases Healing % but low 
Matk rate,. 
So anyone got any info on priest?? 

MMO 

int 

dps 

matk 

wis 
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37 Int increasing MPW while WIS 
increasing max AP and AP regen. 
For priest class, and for FS priest, i 
think they need to put all stats into 
int.  There are a battle type priest 
too (of course put all stats into 
STR) 

int 

MPW 

AP 

regen 

FS 

str 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

     

 

38 It appears that there has been an 
increase in RMT activity, This is not 
permitted in our game and it can 
cause a lot of problems for many 
players who get involved into 
transactions that result in real 
money being traded. With that 
said, we do not allow this and even 
if you discuss or have intentions to 
sell/buy items, this will result in an 
account closure 

RMT 

activity 

intention 

 

   

 

 

         

39 is RPs counted as RMT as well ? RPs 

RMT 

       

 

     

40 Normally is a 3 to 4 day process for 
money to be sent from your bank 
to paypal and then to become the 
charged rps (Well this is the case 
where I live, In Australia) But if you 
use a debit card or credit card its 

RPs             
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pretty much instant.  

41 I've bought fame ticket from IM but 
There're no NPC. ???? 

IM 

NPC 

       

 

     

42 Nice guide man, i like mage 
because they can solo hunting lol 
i can hunt anywhere and anytime 
without priest, so hard to found 
priest nowadays lol and you can kill 
boss w/o being hit 

mage 

lol 

without 

nowadays 

w/o 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

     

43 WTT SNORK for valk/RED VALK 
For those who got xtra valk/redvalk 
and wants a SNORK pls PM ME 
SNORK (unapp) 
IGN (Shiroix2/Vilacoirx) 

WTT 

xtra 

PM 

     

 

 

  

 

 

 

     

44 WTS Rohan Points 
1k = Offer 
2k = Offer 
I am new player so i need Cegel, 
reply in here and we can talk about 
it. 

WTS             

45 WTB QUEEN BEE WING G or above 
and white spirit battle pet. IGN : 
Mumumomo PM. 
Battle pet can trade also. mine is 
black spirit lv6, grade A only 

WTB 

G 

IGN 
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PM 

 

 

 

 

46 my id has been banned, but i didn't 
do anything. could you gave me an 
explain, or repair my account 
 

id 

anything 

explain 

 

 

    

 

 

       

47 I have spent approx 3 hours killing 
Flying pig (boss) but not a single 
Wagon Driver's Staff. I use to play 
Seal ED and it dropped from the 
Stiff Horses lv.17, I know Seal 
Online Wiki is not 100% accurate.
 
If possible source your answers, 
this can be by providing screen 
shots or just by personal 
experience. 

approx 

ED 

wiki 

personal 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

     

48 Yeah I had the same problem as 
you did. After the first few hours of 
farming that bloody Wagon staff, I 
gave up trying to evolve my Bat 
Pig. Pathetic drop from only a 
single mob 

mob   

 

          

49 Usually, mages will use AOE skills 
on higher level and that mages 
focus on element (for example 
leveled up their fire skills 
or ice skills only). Or they use the 
skills to get the skills effect 

AOE 

e.g 

movement 
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(e.g: Ice Dew slows enemy 
movement)  

 

50 Acc: Kumami Backpack, Necklace of 
crow, Snow Flake, Nixie Gloves, 
Wings of Queen Bee or any based 
MPW acc 

Acc 

Backpack 

MPW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

     

 

 

Total 159 words 28 7 36 0 30 0 57  0 0 0 1 

 

Compound Word Process Meaning Interpretation 

ultimatepoint ultimate+point point that can be purchase using 
rps (money that was used in 
SEAL besides cegel) 

ultimate point is a compound word in this post 
(because of misspacing of the player when he typed in 
the forum) 

craftsman crafts+man a person who is skilled in making 
objects 

a compound word that created from “crafts” and “man” 

anyone any+one people A compound word that created from “any” and “one” 

swordsman swords+man a person skilled in fighting with a 
sword  

A compound word that created from “sword” and 
“man” and this compound word create new meaning, 
not exactly like “sword” or “man” 

nothing no+thing not do any action  A compound word that created from “not” and 
“anything”.  

yourself your+self used when both the subject and 
object of the verb are you  

A compound word that created from “your” and “self” 

toothpicks tooth+pick a small thin pointed stick of 
wood, plastic or metal which can 
be used for removing pieces of 
food from between the teeth, 
especially after a meal  

A compound word that created from “tooth” and “pick” 
and this compound word create new meaning, not 
exactly like “tooth” or “pick” 
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anything  any+thing any or whatever acts  A compound word anything comes from “any”and 
“thing”  

something some+thing a quality which is unknown A compound word that created from “some” and 
“thing” 

website web+site set of pages of information on 
the Internet about a particular 
subject  
 

A compound word that created from “web” and “site” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of web or the meaning of site 

Facebook Face+book a social media in internet that 
allows the user to chat, make a 
friend, posting 

A compound word that created from “Face” and “book” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of face or the meaning of book 

someone some+one an unknown people or person A compound word that created from “some” and “one” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of some or the meaning of one 

everyone every+one every person A compound word that created from “every” and “one” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of every or the meaning of one 

downfall down+fall the usually sudden destruction of 
a player  
 

A compound word that created from “down” and “fall” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of down or the meaning of fall 

therefore there+fore a conjunction that means for that 
reason  

A compound word that created from “there” and “fore” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of there or the meaning of fore 

without with+out a state where you do not have or 
do not do or lacking something  

A compound word that created from “with” and “out” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
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from the meaning of with or the meaning of out 

nowadays now+days at the present time  A compound word that created from “now” and “days” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of now or the meaning of days 

backpack back+pack an accessories which is a 
rucksack  

A compound word that created from “back” and “pack” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of back or the meaning of pack 

however how+ever despite  A compound word that created from “how” and “ever” 
The word created a new meaning which is different 
from the meaning of how or the meaning of ever 

 

Clipping Process Meaning Interpretation 

OPT opt(ion) a choices  The word “option” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so it 
can be concluded this is back-clipping 

char char(acter) Character is the player representation in the 
game. The appearance depends on the race, job, 
item, costume player selected 

The word “character” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

eq eq(uipment) Equipment is a costume, gear, weapon, battle 
card, item to improve the agi,str,ap,hp,wis,int in 
the battle  

The word “equip” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so it 
can be concluded this is back-clipping 

STR str(ength) Strength is the state of AP your character has. It 
can be added using a battle experience, 
costumes and gear, item 

The word “strength” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so 
it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

def def(ense) defense is the state of your protection power 
against other player or enemy attack power 

The word “defense” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so 
it can be concluded this is back-clipping 
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AGI agi(lity) Agility is the state of agility power your character 
has. It can be added using a battle experience, 
costumes and gear, item 

The word “agility” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so it 
can be concluded this is back-clipping 

VIT vit(ality) vitality is the state of hp your character has. It 
can be added using a battle experience, 
costumes and gear, item 

The word “vitality” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so it 
can be concluded this is back-clipping 

inc inc(rement) one of a series of increases  The word “increment” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

pot pot(ion) potion is a drink which is sold or made by 
alchemist or item mall which consists certain 
herbs to heal or boost your skill 

The word “potion” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so it 
can be concluded this is back-clipping 

exp exp(erience) Experience is the indicator to leveling. This is an 
indicator to leveling your job. It can be from 
making tool (if you are a craftsman). 

The word “experience” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

int int(ellectual) intellectual is the state of intellectual power your 
character has. It can be added using a battle 
experience, costumes and gear, item 

The word “intellectual” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

mage mag(ic) Mage is an name calling for “magician” , one job 
or skills that use magic 

The word “magic” is clipped. It retains the beginning and 
added a (e), so it can be concluded this is complex-clipping 

wis wis(dom) wisdom is the state of sp your character has. It 
can be added using a battle experience, 
costumes and gear, item 

The word “wisdom” is clipped. It retains the beginning, so 
it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

regen regen(eration)  regeneration means to fill up again the HP point, 
SP point 

The word “regeneration” is clipped. It retains the 
beginning, so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

xtra (e)xtra more than the normal/usual The word “extra” is clipped. It retains the ending, so it can 
be concluded this is fore-clipping 
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explain explan(ation) the details or reasons why he has been banned  
 

The word “explanation” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

approx approx(imately) close to a particular number or time although not 
exactly that number or time (in the context 
spend almost three hours killing monster) 
 

The word “approximately” is clipped. It retains the 
beginning, so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

wiki wiki(pedia) a website which give information of something The word “wikipedia” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

acc acc(ecories) something added to clothing, which has a useful 
for adding the AP SP HP DPS DMG and also for 
decorative purpose  
 

The word “accecories” is clipped. It retains the beginning, 
so it can be concluded this is back-clipping 

 

Derivational Word Process  Interpretation 

refinement refine+ment (noun) refine (steam verb)+ment (derivational suffix)

possibility possible+lity (noun) possible (steam verb)+ity (derivational suffix)

survivability survive+al+able+ity (noun) survive (root verb)+al (derivational suffix)+ able 
(derivational suffix)+ity (derivational suffix) 

equipment equip+ment (noun) equip (steam verb)+ment (derivational suffix)

increment increase+ment (noun) increase (steam verb)+ment (derivational suffix)

enhancing enhance+ing (noun) enhance (steam verb)+ing (derivational suffix)

soloing solo+ing (verb) solo (steam adj)+ing (derivational suffix)

berserker berserk+er (noun) berserk (steam adj)+er (derivational suffix)
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untouchable un+touchable (adj) touch (root verb)+able (derivational suffix)+un 
(derivational prefix) 

additional addition+al (adj) add (root verb)+ion (derivational suffix)+al (derivational 
suffix) 

gambler gamble+er (noun) gamble (steam verb)+er (derivational suffix)

defender defend+er (noun) defend (steam verb)+er (derivational suffix)

economic econom(y)+ic (adj) economy (steam noun)+ic (derivational suffix)

friendly friend+ly (adj)  friend (steam noun)+ly (derivational suffix)

inconvenience in+convenience (noun) convenient (root adj)+ce (derivational suffix)+in 
(derivational prefix) 

action act+ion (noun) act (steam verb)+ion (derivational suffix)

likely like+ly (adj)   like (steam adj)+ly (derivational suffix)

possession possess+ion (noun) possess (steam verb)+ion (derivational suffix)

simplicity simply+ic+ity (noun) simple (root adj)+ly (derivational suffix)+ic (derivational 
suffix)+ity (derivational suffix) 

thrifty thrift+ty (adj)  thrift (steam noun)+ty (derivational suffix)

stupidly stupid+ly (adv)  stupid (steam adj)+ly (derivational suffix)

immediately immediate+ly (adv)  immediate (steam adj)+ly (derivational suffix)

restriction restrict+ion (noun) restrict (steam verb)+ion (derivational suffix)

worthless worth+less (adj) worth (steam verb)+less (derivational suffix)
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generally general+ly (adv)   general (steam adj)+ly (derivational suffix)

activity active+ity (noun) active (steam adj)+ity (derivational suffix)

intention intent+ion (noun) intent (steam verb)+ion (derivational suffix)

natural natur(e)+al (adj) nature (steam noun)+al (derivational suffix)

personal person+al (adj) person (steam noun)+al (derivational suffix)

 

Initialization and 
Acronymy 

Process Meaning 

RPs  a money that could be purchased by using debit card or paypal 

PM Private Massage  Private Massage is a place where you can massage or chat with other player in 
game, usually you are post online if you want to search party (other players who 
want to complete dungeon together, asking help, etc) 

IGN In Game Name In Game Name is an ID to call you if someone search you, thanking, asking 
assistance  

G  G is an upgrade of basic item that can be bought in the IM or can be crafted 
(only craftsman can upgrade the tools) 

DG  DG is an upgrade of G item that can be bought in the IM or can be crafted (only 
craftsman can upgrade the tools) 

XG  XG is an upgrade of DG item, very rare and hard to upgrade (the chances of 
crafting is too low) that can be bought in the IM or can be crafted (only 
craftsman can upgrade the tools) 

ASPD Attack Speed 
Attack Speed (ASPD) depends on the player's class,  equipped Weapon Type, 
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Speed Modifiers, AGI (agility) and DEX (dexterity).  

PVP player vs player player vs player is a battle between players 

CMIIW Correct Me If I am Wrong Correct Me If I Wrong is internet abbreviation or slang to asking a correction of 
the statement he made 

HP health point health point is your life state 

GM Game Maker Game Maker is the maker of the game.  

RMT Real Money Trade Real Money Trade is a phenomenon which is happened in SEAL many times. 
There are real money transactions between players. Usually, the purpose is to get 
XG or DG equipment which is cheaper than in Item Mall. The suspects of this 
RMT are craftsmen players. 

GG Good Gamers it is a abbreviation of good game, or good gamers 

ST Single Target Single Target is a name calling of character in SEAL that can only target one 
monster or enemy like warrior only used a sword. 

YNK  YNK is SEAL Online Game publishers. 

idk I don’t know Idk is abbreviation of I don’t know. It is used to express our state of not 
understanding something 

OMG Oh My God OMG is abbreviation of Oh My God. It is used to express a surprise/shock 

RPG Role Playing Game RPG is a game in which players assume the roles of characters in a 
fictional setting.  

BTW By the way By the way used when you are writing something that relates to the subject you 
are discussing, but is not the main point of the discussion  

ME Manual Elemental Manual Elemental is one ingredients to make natural stone 
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HTBS   

NPC Non Playable Character Non Playable Character is a character in the game (exist in the game but is not 
played) that u can locate in each area and it is a character who has information 
regarding recipes, quests  

BoD Blade of Destiny Seal Online Blades of Destiny is the latest installment of the fantasy MMORPG by
Playwith Interactive, formally known as YNK Interactive. It is a update of Seal 
Eternal Destiny 

AP Attack Power Attack Power is an ability (beside hp, sp) that u can level up after gaining 
experience.  

IM Item Mall Item Mall is a place where a player could buy item (weapon, upgrade weapon, 
cegel, gear, costumes) 

Lol laugh of loud laugh of loud is an internet or chat abbreviation to express laugh (substitute of 
hahaha) 

MMO Massively Multiplayer Online Massively multiplayer online game is basically a video game that has the ability to 
support hundreds, or even thousands, of different players online at any one time. 
For this reason, these games are normally played over the Internet and will 
always have at least one common “world” in the game 

DPS Damage per Second Damage per Second is a parameter that player often see in choosing profession. 
It affects your damage power in battle. The higher Dps and wider AoE will make 
a player easier in finding group to complete dungeon, win against other player 

FS Full Support Full Support is a name calling for a priest who focus in healing other party 
members when a group (knight, mage, craftsman and jester) join together in 
complete a dungeon.  

w/o without a state where you do not have or do not do or lacking something  

WTT Want To Trade want to trade is a term used to say you want to trade the item you have (maybe 
because you already have more than one) with certain item you are interested in 
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with the hope other player wants to trade it 

WTS Want To Sell  want to sell is a term used to say you want to sell certain item with the hope 
other player who has interest to buy it but cannot get it will buy it 

WTB want to buy want to buy is a term used to say your interest in certain item with the hope 
other player who has it but cannot use it or has already had it will sell it 

ED Eternal Destiny Eternal Destiny is the old version of Seal Blade of Destiny 

AOE Area of Effect Area of Effect is the area of the spells which affect more than one target within a 
pre-determined radius set by the game maker 

crit Critical Hit Rate A hit  which increases damage by 40% 

 

Blending Word Process Meaning Interpretation 

Almpot Alm(ighty)+Pot(ion) This is a potion for pet of a player. The function 
is to recover the health point of the pet 

The word “Almighty Potion” is each clipped into 
Al pot, then is combined into a compound word 
Alpot (it can be concluded that it is a blending 
process) 

SealEvo Seal+Evo(lution) Seal Online: Evolution is a free-to-play point-
and-click MMORPG developed by YNK 
Games and published by YNK Interactive. Set in 
the land of Shiltz, the game features several 
different classes, quests, pets, PVP and a 
unique combat combo system. 

The word “Seal Evolution”; “Evolution” is 
clipped into Evo, then is combined into a 
compound word SealEvo (it can be concluded 
that it is a blending process) 
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mob m(obile)+ob(ject)  Monsters are generally referred to as mobs The word “mobile” and “object” are clipped. 
Both were back clippings. Then the two clipped 
words were blended into one word 

matk M(agic) +At(tac)k The magic attack rating is listed as A + B in the 
Status Window, where A represents the Status 
MATK and B represents the Weapon 
MATK (equipped weapon and its refinement 
rate) and Equip MATK (equipment and buffs). 
The MATK as whole is affected by Element. The 
Status Window does not show the 
total MATK used for the damage calculation. 

The word “magic” and “Attack” are clipped. 
They were back clipping and  middle clipping. 
Then the two clipped words were blended into 
one word 

mpw M(agic)+p(o)w(er) Magic power is the power that the mage has to 
attack the enemy or other power. The magic 
power has the greatest accuracy and AOE. It 
can be spelled far away from the enemy or 
mobs 

The word “magic” and “power” are clipped. 
They were back clipping and complex clipping 
(clipped the vowels o and er). Then the two 
clipped words were blended into one word 

 

Multiple 
Processes 

Words 

Process 1 Process 2 Interpretation 

pvping player versus player pvp+ ing (derivational suffix) (noun) The word “player versus player” is initialized 
into pvp. With a derivational suffix –ing, the 
lexical category of the word change into verb 

 


